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Today’s Seventh Street Forum
Starts Busy Week of Politics
IOWA STRING QUARTET will play tonight at
8:15 in Concert Hall. Students and faculty members may pick up free tickets for the concert at
the Student Affairs Business Office, Building R.
Founded at the Universiiy of Iowa in 1958, the

ensemble is rated as one of the nation’s foremost chamber music groups. Spartan Programs
Committee sponsors the quartet as the final
appearance in the Invitation to the Arts Classic
Series.

On Campus Tonight

String Quartet To Play
Sounds of violin, viola and cello
will fill Concert Hall tonight as
the Iowa String Quartet begins its
performance at 8:15.
Spartan Programs Committee
sponsors the ensemble a.s the final
appearance in the Invitation to
the Arts Classic Series. Students
and faculty members may pick
up free tickets at the Student
Affairs Business Office, Building

R. General admission is $1.50.
Violinists Allen Ohmes and John
Ferrell, violist William Preucil and
violincellist Joel Krosnick will play
Haydn’s Quartet in D Major, Opus
76, No. 5, Charles Ives’ Quartet
No. 2 and Schubert’s Quartet in
D Minor, D. 810 at tonight’s concert.
Ohmes, Ferrell and Freud] all
received degrees from the East-

ASB Council Denies
Iummertimes" Fund
By DON DUGDALE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Student Council Wednesday
turned down a recommendation of
Financial Advisory Board (FAB)
to allocate $1,400 for this year’s
Summertimes, SJS summer nevvspaper.
Council’s decision apparently
was based on its opposition to
FAB’s recommended stipulation
that Summertimes "give primary
news coverage" to the summersessions program and to the ASBsponsored Festival of Arts program.
ASB vice president Jerry Spotter, who voted against the recommendation in FAB, said, "I
think it would be a very dangerous
precedent for Student Council to
dictate editorial policy to a newspaper. I am in favor of allocating
the $1,400, but there should be
an investigation of possible
changes, and a master plan, as
FAB recommended."
FAB originally deleted the Summertimes allocation from the Summer Sessions budget, along with
a requested $650 for drama scholarships and $250 for a faculty
banquet. FAB apparently thought
there might be a better way to
communicate with the Sununer

Sessions students than through
Sumner-times.
After conferring with administration and facultyrepresentatives,
FAB decided to recommend keeping the Summenimes allocation,
with two conditions. In addition
to the previously mentioned stipulation, FAB recommended that
Summertimes submit "a longrange master plan," hopefully containing suggested improvements,
before November.
Council’s vote denying approval
of the allocation was 1-10-3. The
recommendation now returns to
FAB for re-consideration and a
possible re-recommendation.
In other action Wednesday, Student Council:
abolished six ASB committees
whose functions will be assumed
by the College Union Program
Board. Abolished were: Spartan
Programs, Social Affairs, Visiting
Scholar, Cultural Festival. Lecture
and Distinguished Scholar-in-Residence Committees.
approved minor changes in the
Election Board, Freslunan Camp
Committee, and Parents Day Committee.
granted temporary recognition
to the Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) organization at SJS.
Previous objections to SDS’ constitution were removed.

SAM Initiation Banquet
Filmed for T.V. Program
SJS chapter ,4 the Society for
Advancement of Management is
the best in the nation, according
to officials at SAM national headquarters.
As a result of the club’s achievements its initiation banquet was
filmed for a nationally televised
program by J. P. Productions at
the Golden Doors Restaurant in
Los Gatos Wednesday night.
Two photographers, Les Blank
and John Koester, came from
Hollywood to record the banquet
on color movie film.
SAM will be featured in a
half hour show, which is in a
13-part series called "Stories of
Success." It will be aired in about
two months.
SJS chapter was rated the best

Today’s Weather
Santa Clara Vii110 : Fair
weather forevast. Predicted high
temperature today 65-70. Predicted ion temperature tonight
SO-40. Gentle winds 5-15 miles
per hour.

of 216. It is by far the largest
SAM group and is the largest
club on campus, with more than
440 members.
Last spring it won all five of
the top national awards offered
by SAM. Awards were for growth
in membership and service to college and community.
Three club members, Robert
Hodson, Einar Wetlesen and Eddie Yates, were presented with
$100 scholarships by Donald
Straub, vice president of the First
Valley National Bank and SAM
advisory board member.
Following the awards, guest
speaker William Knapp talked on
"Whether or Not Size of the Business for Which a Graduate First
Works Makes Any Difference In
the Long Run to One’s Success In
the Business World." His answer:
"It all depends."
Jack Holland, faculty adviser
and vice president of the university division. joined club president
Chad Schneller in welcoming
nearly 100 new members to SAM
at the banquet.

man School of Music. Krosnick
studied at New York’s Julliard
School of Music.
The American -born artists all
have extensive musical backgrounds. Violinist tunes served
as concertmaster and soloist with
the United States Air Force Orchestra in the United States, Iceland, Norway and Denmark. He
organized the Washington Chamber Society, played in the Eastman Faculty String Quartet and
lectured in music at Brooklyn College in New York City. Ln addition, he has performed in numerous recitals and orchestras.
Violinist Ferrell taught at the
University of the Redlands before
joining the University of Iowa faculty in 1964. He appeared as soloist for the "Monday Evening Concerts" series in Los Angeles and
other southwestern cities. Ferrell
made his New York debut in Carnegie Recital Hall.
M

VDC Rally
To Precede
Teach-In
A rally on Seventh Street will
precede Friday’s Vietnam Day
Committee’s teach -in.
The rally is scheduled for 11:30
a.m. to build support for the five
hour teach -in, 12 to 5 p.m., in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. The
VDC added one speaker for the
teach-in yesterday, but it also lost
one.
David Eakins, assistant professor of history, has agreed to speak
at the teach -in, according to Peer
Vinther, VDC chairman. Vinther
also said that Harry Supiano of
Berkeley, recently returned from
Viet Nam, will not be able to
speak because of work.
Among the persons who have
agreed to appear at the teach-in
are Mrs. Aileene Greene, wife of
Felbc Greene of the British Broadcasting System, who will show
slides of their recent trip to Viet
Nam. John Thorne, San Jose attorney, and Ken Miles, professor
of philosophy at Stanford University, will also speak.

By JIM BAILEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Criticism of the U.S. Justice Department is expected to highlight
today’s Seventh Street Forum
sponsored by Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) beginning
at 12:15 p.m. on Seventh Street.
Today’s forum starts what is
expected to be an active week of
politics on campus. Next week
campus organizations of both the
right and left will conduct informational campaigns on the Viet
Nam war.. The week of activity
will conclude Friday, with a 5-hour
teach-in in Morris Dailey Auditoriurn sponsored by the Vietnam
Day Committee.
At today’s forum, representatives from the "new left" will protest the Justice Department’s move
to require the W. E. B. DuBois

300 Students
Leave Tomorrow
For ’Think’ Camp

About 300 Spartacamp-bound
students will board buses tomorrow morning to go to the annual
"think weekend" at Asilomar on
Monterey’s 17 mile drive.
Registration for the campers begins tomorrow at 7:45 in the Art
Quad, and the buses will leave
at 8:30 a.m., to-riving at the camp
at about 10:30, Bob Pitcher, camp
director says.
This year’s Spartacamp the
13th annual one is a complete
sell out, Pitcher says. The theme
for this year’s camp is "Me," and
discussions will focus on "Family
and Me," "The College Campus
has lost a distinguished teacher and Me," "Other Groups and Me,"
and performer. He was much and the "World and Me."
The camp which began in 1953
admired by his students as an
outstanding teacher. I miss him as a leadership training camp, has
become
a student -faculty conferas a colleague and as a friend,"
ence, emphasizing discussions on
values, goals, and human relationships.
The campers will divide into
small discussion groups with two
student counselors and one faculty
counselor for each group.
Guest speakers include Dr.
David Freeman, noted professor
of psychology at S.F. State; R.
Bucicrninster Fuller, SJS scholar
in residence; Dr. Thomas Tutko,
assistant professor of psychology;
and Jess Marlow, news director for
KNTV.
The camp %ill also feature entertainment by a band, "The People "

ic Professor
omas Ryan Dies
S

Thomas L. Ryan, 53, SJS professor of music, died early
Thursday morning at San Jose
Hospital, ending a lengthy illness. He had suffered a brain
aneurism (abnormal dilation
of a blood ’vessel) in February.
Mr. Ryan had received a Fulbright grant for 1966-67 to teach
in Mannheim, Germany, as an
exchange professor of music.
A native of Eureka, Kan., Mr.
Ryan was graduated from the
University of Kansas and had
studied at the Juilliard Graduate School in New York City.
He had been a member of the
SJS faculty since 1948, teaching piano, composition, keyboarrl music and music appreciation. He was made a full
professor in 1959. He had appeared as a piano soloist with
several symphony orchestras
and in numerous recitals
throughout the Bay Area.
Mr. Ryan received an outstanding citizen’s award in San
Jose for his many benefit concerts for the Family Setvice
Organization, and was a member of the board of directors of
the San Jose Symphony.
Several of his compositions
were performed at the Yacido
Festival, Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
and at SJS Festivals of Contemporary Music. He also composed
the background music for the
Drama Department’s performance of "Amatiee" several years
ago.
"The SJS Music Department

THOMAS L. RYAN
. .. music professor
William Erlendson, professor of
music, said.
He is survived by his widow,
Elizabeth, a son, Thomas Ryan;
a daughter, Kathleen Ryan; and
a sister, Mrs. Kathleen Thompson of New Mexico.
A memorial service will be held
at 10 a.m. tomorrow from John
E. Dowdle Mortuary, 1066 S.
Second St. The family requests
that contributions be made to
the Thomas Ryan Memorial
Music Scholarship.

Craft ’Rolling Violently’
Before Mission Ended
SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON
(UPDGemini 8 astronauts radioed from space that their space
capsule and the Agena trtrget it
was docked to were rolling and
veering "violently" before they
had to cut short their flight, tape
recordings shovvecl yesterday.
A stream of messages from
ground stations and the Gemini
craft speeding 1&5 miles high in

the heavens disclosed the build-up
of still unexplained difficulties
that forced the astronauts to
bring the ship down before it
became a potential death trap.
They were warned on docking
that they might run into trouble
and to take control if the steering contml system of the Agena
target satellite "starts running
wild."

Clubs to register as a Currununist
front organization.
The forum is also being held to
protest the action of Soviet Russia
in the censure of three writers
who had distributed anti-government publications.
PRISON TERMS
The Soviet government gave
prison terms of three and five
years to two of the writers and
took away the citizenship of a
third who remained in London.
"We phut to tie in both acts
as being totalitarian in nature.
The new left is not a die-hard
supporter of Russia but an active
voice of free expression," explained
SJS sophomore Brian Heggen of
the San Jose Friends of Student
Non-Violent Co-ordinating Committee (SNCC).
Heggen said that he plans to
sign an application for membership in the DuBois Club at the
rally. "The attorney general has
solidified the left by this move.
We exist on crisis," Heggen added.
Two members of the DuBois
Club will speak at the rally. Terry
Hallinan, club national secretary
from San Francisco, and Tom
Fink, organizing secretary of the
San Jose DuBois Club will represent the organization at the
rally. Hallinan is the son of San
Francisco lawyer Vincent Haitinan. Fink is a senior at Lincoln
High School.
MEMBERSHIP GROWS
Before the ruling by the Justice
Deparment the DuBois Clubs had
a total membership of 2,600. Recent estimates place the national
membership close to 4,000. Heggen
expects many more SJS students
to join the DuBois Club tomorrow.
Student speakers who have
agreed to appear at the rally include Paul O’Farrell, president of
the SJS Democratic Club; Peer
Vinther, chairman of the San Jose
Vietnam Day Committee; and Phil
Whitten of the SDS.
Emitt Wallace, senior psychology major is also expected to
speak. If he does speak, attempts
will probably be made to have him
read his controversial anti-napalm
poem which was published in a
January edition of the New Student
Dr. David K. Newman, associate
professor of psychology, will attempt to tie in similarities between the Russian government
action and the ruling by the Justice Department.
Students will be allowed to question each speaker. A part of the
forum will be set aside for students in the audience to present
their views.

*

*
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Students Plan
Petition Drive
Next Week
SJS students who support the
United States’ effort in Viet Nam
will answer the Vietnam Day Committee’s teach-in vvith a week-long
petition drive beginning Monday.
Various campus organizations,
including the Young Republicans
and Young Americans for Freedom, have endorsed the resolution
of support which was started by
SJS student Fred Krueger.
"The last teacn-in gave foreign
nations, especially Communist nations, the impression that most
American students are opposed
to the war. We intend to show
that this is not the case," Krueger
explained.
"This petition is built on student
help and not on any specific organization," he added. Krueger
plans to open a booth in front of
Spartan Bookstore at 8:15 a.m.
Monday.
Petitions will be circulated privately by volunteers in the living
centers. Other activities planned
for the week will include films
and speakers sponsored by the
Y.R.’s.

Trolls’ To Play
At Hoover Dance
Miss Winterset will be the
prize and "The Trolls" will provide the music tonight from 9 to
1, as Hoover Hall presents an
all-college Honey Bunny dance
in the Men’s Gym.
Men attending will not only
have the opportunity to win a
date, but also a free dinner at the
Plateau 7.
"’The Trolls," a group which
came into local prominence last
year at Co-Rec, recently released
their first recor d, " Walking
Shoes." On April 5 they present
a concert in the Cow Palace, San
Francisco.
A spaghetti dinner and dance
is scheduled Sunday night in the
Hoover Recreation Room. Dinner
is at 5 and dancing at 7.

Negro Journalist Says Faith, Brotherhood
Needed To Solve Civil Rights Problems
"The nation we want to live in
is not my nation nor your nation.
It is a together nation. We need
your continued help, your love
and your courage," Simeon Booker,
Negro journalist from Washington, D.C., told students yesterday morning in Concert Hall.
Although the ASB lecturer
spoke on "Black Man’s America"
and the meaning behind mcent
civil rights upheavals, he emphasized a positive outlook of faith
and brotherhood as a solution to
the problem.
Booker noted that the Negro
revolution grew out of poor housing, unequal employment, inadequate educational facilities and
the lack of training program.s for
individuals with no preparation
for city life.
Asked about local conditions,
the speaker commented on the
lack of concern for others in California, listing it as an additional
cause for revolt along with re-

stricted housing policies in such
areas as Watts.
The civil revolution has helped
only a few Negroes in the upper
class. Meanwhile the Negro in

SIMEON BOOKER
. . ASB lecturer

the slums and ghettos is militant
and bitter, feeling he has been
deserted, Booker observed.
The columnist added, "The AntiPoverty Program is a move in the
right direction. Negro problems,
however, will not be solved in the
nation’s capital but in your state,
your community and your block."
During the lecture and the coffee hour in the Seventh Street
geodesic dome that followed,
Booker deplored the spending of
millions of dollars in Viet Nam
to extend and preserve democracy
while undemocratic domestic situations are allowed to grow to
explosive proportions.
It was commented that while
Negroes comprise 10 per cent of
the U.S. population, they form
some 20 per cent of the combat
troops in Viet Nam.
Asked why Negroes fight for
democracy in Viet Nam when it
is found lacking here, Booker replied that there are so few openings, that when a Negro is able
to fill a position, he seeks to excell
in it

11--SPARTAN DAILY
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Peace Corps
’Worthwhile’

DAILY
,WRTAN
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
TOM MEAD

Editor

Advertising Mgr.

One of the most successful governntent
agenciesthe Peace Corpswas on campus this week. In its five years of existence,
the Peace Corps has grown from less than
1,000 volunteers to almost 12,000.
The success of the program can be
traced to two inter-related facts. The Corps
has been successful in helping underdeveloped areas. And, young adultslooking
for something worthwhile to dohave
joined because they are convinced that
the Peace Corps is a useful outlet for their
energies.
A team of anthropolopsts from Cornell
University has completed a study on the
impact of Peace Corps volunteers to Peru.
They found that communities, where volunteers worked, progressed at a rate 2.8
times faster than those without volunteers.

JERRY FORD

We Believe

Councirs Wise Choice
’When a government bodybe it
Student Council or Congressplaces
restrictions on a free press, a major
plank in a democratic society has been
destroyed.
This is the apparent thinking of
SJS’ Student Council as it defeated a
recommendation by the Financial Advisory Board (FAB) Wednesday calling for two stipulations in the budget
request for SJS’ summer newspaper
Summertimes.
Innocently looking as the FAB recommendation appeared, Council apparently saw the recommendation as
a dictation of editorial policy and the
establishment of a dangerous precedent.
In its stipulations, FAB requested

a master plan for the newspaper as
well as stated that Summertimes give
primary news coN erage to the Summer
Sessions program and to the ASBsponsored Festival of Arts program.
Council’s defeat of the FAB recommendation is an affirmation of the
fundamental concepts of a free press
in a free society.
As the late Adlai Stevenson said,
"The free press is the mother of all
our liberties and of our progress under
liberty."
FAB’s recommendation was a dangerous abridgement of the concept of
a free press. When a body is allowed
to dictate editorial policy, the democratic structure suffers a serious crack
in an age old wall that history has
shown to be a bulwark.

Staff Editorial

’Park and Walk’
The action of San Jose City Council and San Jose Police in reserving
parking spaces for motorcycles near
the campus is a step in the right direction, but another move is necessary
to make the situation completely fair.
The reserved areas have eliminated
many headaches cyclists have had to
face in the past. It is no longer necessary for them to hunt for a space
between cars large enough to both accommodate a bike and allow the cars
enough room to get out. Gone are the
worries of getting a ticket during one
of the periodic "crackdowns."
In spite of the advantages, however,
one segment of SJS’ cycling population has been left out in the cold.

Motorcycle owners who come from
the area near the south side of caunpus
are forced to park their ’vehicles on
the north end, since all reserved areas
are north of San Antonio Street. If
these students have classes in buildings on the south side, they are forced
to walk almost as far as would be necessary if they walked from home.
The alternative faced by these students is to buy a space in the parking
garage. To force these cyclists to pay
for a convenient parking space, while
providing one free to others, is unfair.
San Jose Police should act as soon
as possible to provide reserved parking
for motorcycles near the south side of
--D.D.
the SJS campus.

"From what we hear ..."

Guest Room

Bricks Without Brains
WHAT THE $100,000 WOULD BUY
20 scholarships at $5,000perhaps most
needed by the graduate students where the
family is coming along, the savinp are
getting slim, and any modern military establishment or private corporation would
consider it just good business for the studying and the child-care to be on a full thne
basis. Or
200 special-need grants of $500, at the
discretion of a 3-man administration-student-faculty board, where it would make
the difference between staying in college
and dropping out. Or
500 faculty travel-grants of $200. I cannot get funds to attend an important symposium next month in San Francisco ($50
requested) because I have used more than
nty share already$91 or something like
that. Or
2,000 books for the library. Or
(your nomination)
A brick patio? To me the Tower looks
okay as is, and Nature will gradttally
provide the landscaping if we let her.
Particularly, the status quo would, to my
way of thinking, be ntagnificent as an out-

ward and visible sign of an inward and
resolute determination that hereon Washington Square, if no where else in the
U.S., we will achieve the reality, not just
the facade, of academic achievement relevant to today’s needs.
And I am rather confident, if I had
to make a prediction that the mysterious
"they" in Sacramento or wherever, will
not for long deny an appropriate budget,
adequately financing both brains and
bricks, if one campus takes a firm stand
that there shall be no more bricks until
the brains have been provided for.
If we must have the patio, we can have
it free, as America’s educational history
amply suggests. The fraternity council will
head up the program of material-donation
and working party organization, or I’ll
take it if they won’t. We’ll turn to on
weekends and afternoons, have a lot of fun
doing it and learn something about bricklaying as well as the therapy of headheart-hand usually denied us til after we
have flipped our lids and been admitted
to Agnews.
Associate professor of bttsiness
Albert Porter. Ph.D.

Readers Debate Rhodesia; Police Compliment Daily
Editor:

I am glad that Al Mason has now accepted the fact that the principles and conditions which motivated the Americans 200
years ago are not the same as those which
motivated the minority group of Rhodesians
to struggle for their independence. His acceptance is evidenced by the fact that he
failed to repeat In his letter of March 16,
statements such as "principle is timeless."
This is the viewpoint I have been trying to
inject into Al Mason’s mind.
I advise Al Mason to accept the invitation
I offered him, because I firmly believe it
will do us both good.
Jeeba Abheyquaye of Ghana
A21803

Third Writer Reviews
Rhodesian Debates
Editor:
Re: Rhodesian debate (Daily March 1, 8,

11. 16).
Both parties in the debate have stated
their position fairly well One is pro Rhodesian independence (Nov. llth) and the
other is pro massacre U.N. style. (Remember Katanga I.
However, I find neither side stating the
historical and political facts of life. 13asically,
this involves the population ratio. (U.N. style,
it is a one man, one vote situation.)
How did the population ratio increase to its
present pmportion? The facts are evident
if one would take time to look them up. The
peruxt following WWil saw series ul clam-

orings for independence in Africa. Many nations were granted this by former colonial
powers. When no order prevailed, strife broke
loose. Many black people became wanderers
and found freedom in Rhodesia.
The black chiefs- of those who form a
majority want to continue to enjoy the freedom they found in Rhodesia and could not
find in the lands of their nativity. They are
in accord with the November llth independence declaration.
The only minority group in Rhodesia is the
pro Communist rabble rousers who have infiltrated the country. (Freedom riders?) And,
to these the Fabian Socialists of London and
Washington have bowedA. P. Anderson
A21943

CSA Recognizes Danger:
Being ’Too Humanistic’
Editor:
In reply to A.P. Anderson’s MFuvii 16 statement against Christians (!) for Social Action, we have only one conunent. There is
the danger for every Christian of becoming
too htunanistic while neglecting to love God,
and Christian.s for Social Action is aware
of this danger.
According to our constitution, C.S.A. Is a
group which seeks to explore the relevance
of the Christian message to contemporary
social, educational, political. and economic
issues. The Christian ethic is an ethic of responsive love. Action is our response to
having received God’s love in Jesus Christ.
We "peace people" thank you for your concern and reminder of our purpose.
"Master, what are we to consider the
Law’s greatest commandment? Jesus answered turn, Thou shalt love the Lord thy
God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul
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YOUNG VOLUNTEERS

Thrust and Parry

Student Repeats Call
To Debate on Rhodesia

1

and with all thy mind.’ This is the first and
great commandant. And there is a second
like it: ’Thou shalt. love thy neighbor as
thyself.’ The whole of the Law and the
Prophets depends on these tvvo conunandments." (Matthew 22: 36-40).
Nancy Ruppreeht
A3158
Marilyn Shull
A4490

Latv Department Head
Commends Editorial
Editor:
Your editorial, ’’Police Support?" dated
March 17 has great merit! I would like to
endorse wholeheartedly the basic thought
contained in it.
Courtesy and consideration costs an officer
nothing and, as you inferred, can bring cooperation and respect.
Respect cannot be bought or legislated;
it must he earned whether you are an officer of the law, a member of a minority group,
a professor, student or adminisUmtor.
done!
M. H. Miller, Dept. Head
Law Enforcement and Administration

Student Calls Disinterest
’Progressive Stagnation’
Editor:
What’s happening at San Jose State? It is
fast hemming a hodge-podge of disinterested
students. This half-hearted attitude is acquired from the administration and faculty,
no doubt, and is holding back progress on
campus.
A good maniple of this can be seen in

the rate at which the park intended to surrotuid Tower Hall is progressing. With luck,
the park might become a reality in aixtut
a year, weather pemitting, of course.
Even with regrets, criticism comes easily,
but offering excuses for the college’s "progressive stagnation" quickly becornes boring.
It is difficult to comprehend why SJS insists on being second-best when it has the
potential to become first-rate.
Is it because no one cares, or because State
students, for some reason, just don’t deserve
any better treatment? Each student should
be aware that disunity and lack of organization, from registration to graduation to
certification, are dominant features of SJS.
If students aren’t aware of this, they especially are to be blamed. What can be done?
A step in the right direction is to talk about
campu.s conditions, registration problems,
graduation problems, and on ad infinitem,
with fellow students, teachers, and the administration.
That’s at least a beginning to an impmvement of the situation. Don’t just accept the
st a t us of things and expect others to make the
improvements. If a united student body
speak.s, then the administration will listen.
Perhaps in the near future we will then
see improved conditions, from lawns to library,
and from registpation procedures to preparations for graduation.
The critics will waste words in criticizing
this article with such impressive remarks as
"too vague," or "no proof," and "the author
disregards, etc.," instead of devoting their energies to identifying the causes which necessitate such statements.
When they do, their half-hearted attacks
will further illustrate the prevailing attitude
at State, and their criticism is but a defense
against improving conditions.
Patriek Singleton
A8854

With this kind of evidence supporting
the usefulness of the Corps, it is not surprising that so many young adults have
joined.
As one volunteer said: "I claim we
joined the Peace Corps because it represented a new form of action ... a belief
in the dignity and worth or individual
human beings against all that would oppress them."
In addition, besides helping the underdeveloped areas, the Peace Corps has also
had a beneficial effect on the volunteers
themselves. Many of them leave the U.S.
feeling that they are going to change the
world during their two-year stay overseas.
GAIN PERSPECTIVE
By the time they return to the U.S.,
however, they have gained a much better
perspective of the world and its problems.
As one volunteer said:
"We have come to realize that change
comes so slowly that progress, if it comes
at all, seems imperceptible. The eagerness
is replaced by colder ways of looking at
the world."
Undoubtedly, the Peace Corps has been
successful. We congratulate the director,
and the volunteers who have worked so
hard, and hope they continue to do such
outstanding work.
The Indiana Daily Student
Indiana University
Thursday, Mar. 10, 1966
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SJS in Retrospect
5 YEARS AGO: An 18-year-old SJS sophomore withdrew from school today to return
"voluntarily" to Florida to serve a 60-day
jail sentence. Jefferson Poland, a sociology
major, was expelled from Florida State University for his pert in a dime store sit-in.
10 YEARS AGO: Incurnbent ASB officers
expressed concern when only 10 candidates
for the follovving semester’s ASB positions
tinmed up at an election meeting. ASB
President Don Hubbard said the meager
turn out was "disappointing."
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IBuckminster Fuller:

World Forum

Friday, March 18, lls.n

’North Beach Innocent’

H -Bomb Found?

ori litany UPI
U.S. officials are almost certain
a missing hydrogen bomb has been located in the Mediterranean
off the coast of Palomares, Spain, and recovery operations have
started, highly informed American sources said yesterday.

Int
DANIELS
Spartan Dully Stuff Writer

My foremost
impression of
The sources said the parachute which brought the bomb down
San Francisco’s North Beach is
in the water had been recovered and the .searchers were almost certaia
the innocence of it all" R. Buckthe bomb was lying in more than 1,200 feet of water several miles
minster Fuller, SJS’ Scholar-inoff the coast.
Residence, remarked atter visitThe nuclear weapon was lost two months ago yesterday after a ing the famed entertainment dis1352 bomber carrying "unarmed nuclear armaments" crashed near trict Saturday
night.
the village of Palornares.
North Beach nightlife has been
termed many things because of
its "candid" entertainment, but
"innocent" is indeed a new adA,ithassador Valerian Zorin said yester- jective for the "Beach."
PAPAS
"What’s good or bad cannot be
day Moscow is ruatly to conclUde a treaty of alliance or non-aggression
with France at any tittle such a treaty is acceptable to President ascertained by a group or society," Fuller contended. Each inCharles de Gaulle.
Such a treaty would bring France closer than ever to the Soviet dividual mti,t determine this for
Union and would further strain lies between de Gaulle and his himself.

Sovief-French Pact Possible

those people who per-1
form in that type of nightclubi
really believe that they’re doing
nothing wrong. Otherwise they
couldn’t do it," Fuller remarked.’
"It’s important for people to
be themselvesto act naturally,"
Fuller emphasized. In doing so,
people assert their individuality
and become useful to society.
-I believe

wearing

oda

and

Students To Tell
P.R. Opportunities
representatives to the Career Guid-

t this is not real individuality at least it’s not effective
individuality," Fuller said. "Inorder best to serve by being IndividualLstic, a person should become invisible. He must learn not
to alienate society by his obnoxious style. To reiterate, indi"People, I’ve learned, shouldn’t viduality is best expressed by
be individual for individuality’s person’s action.s and services.
sake alone," Fuller said. He em"Personally, I don’t feel North
phasized that people’s action on
Beach is a ’fleshpot.’ You should
behalf of society is where indiv iduality really benefits society. have seen the older people there
Fuller commented today’s young in tourist buses who were there
person often tries to exhibit his to tolerate "
individuality specifically
"by

Engineer Addresses Class,
Underlines Need To Revolt

Courf To Hear Argumenh

College Union Director

Attends Planning Session

watChing

wk.\ iston

or

anything

else that you do, just as the machines must also have a purpose to
serve a proper need."
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Monday-Friday,
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at

Fraternity president. Pat Regan,’
said SJS representatives
will talk to high school students
and adults to "better acquaint
them with the requirements and
opportunities in the fiekl of public relations."
More than 1600 high school students are expected to attend the
week-long event which corresponds
to a unit on occupations being
talivlit :it their schools.
senior.

professor of
classical Greek
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WORLD’S FIRST THEATRE WITH ALL PERFECT SEATS
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JAMES \MAUREEN
STEWART O’HARA
BRIAN KEITH
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BREED"
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45
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PANAVISION.

Phone 738-1111

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
RESERVATIONS

738 EAST EL CAMINO REAL,

’

Atarnof
SUNNYVALE .’,J

Between Wolfe Road arid Fair Oaks Avenue

.

A completely
unique experience!
C SPECIA1 PRODUCTS DIVISION

THE NATIONAL BREWING CO

CLARK BROS. PRINTING I

Check
who’s coming
on campus
March 22, 23

for speedy reproduction

734 S. First

295-2502

SALE
ON ALL SPORT
SHIRTS

Prof To Guide
Counseling Group

Ends Saturday

Dr. C Item* Auchard, professor
of education, has been named
president-elect of the California
Counseling and Guidance Association, the largest state guidance
group in the country.
CCGA is associated with the
American School Counselor Association, a divisiOn of the American
Personnel and Guidance Association.
Dr. Auchard has taught at SJS
since 1956.

VAUGHN’S
125 S. 4th St.
Across from SJS Library
Hours: 9:30 a.rn

fo 6 p.m.

daily

Thursd: ys open urmil 9 p.m.
292-7611
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(With lots of careers in the
booming communications field!)
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pot Trio

Live Entertainment 6 Nights a Week
The Shadygrove 5:tigers
Jim Lewis and Trio
The Westport Trio
The Dixielanders
218 Vy’i:lo v St.
Open

Daily af 4 p.m.

Fri. -Sun.
Sat. -Mon.
Wed.
Thur.
Entertainment
starts at 9 p.m.

Pacific Telephone representing the Bell System:
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for
objects unique.
They caused him to snicker
Except Colt Malt liquor
% he sat down and
drank his critique!
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San Jose’s Blg Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
, I
sr.-ring ( alifornia Sint I.

A

Kept searching

-Books
Creek & Winche,t,r

the

Santa Clara County Fair Grounds.1

75,000
65,000
GREETING
BOOKS &
CARDS
PAPERBACKS

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

ICONOMY SHOE REPAIR
294-9929
43 E. Santa Clara

Pi Alpha Nu, SJS public rela-1
tions fraternity, will send student

NATO allies.

SAN FRANCISCO ’IWO The California Supreme Court will
hear turther arguments on the constitutionality of Proposition 14
on the first day of its March 21-23 Sacramento meeting, it was announced yesterday.
The time for revolUtiOn is now,
The court has seven cases pending before it. challenging the
according to Dr. S. P. R. Charter.
constitutionality of the measure, which gives property owners abAuthor of the "Man on Earth"
solute discretion in selling and renting homes.
text of the Engineering 180 course,
Dr. Charter said to a meeting of
the Engineering 180 class yesterday afternoon that students need
not grow a beard to revolt.
Part of the revolution, he said,
should come in man finding a
purpose in the machines he has
created. Dr. Charter cited the
Roger Rcxlzen,
SJS
College, discuss new accomplishments.
technical advances of television.
Union director, is now: in New
Rodzen is national director of automobiles and vvashing maOrleans, La., attending pmliminary the Association of College Union’s chines. "How many of each do
committee meetings fill. the Asso- Men’s Intercollegiate Bowling pro- we need?" he a.sked.
elation of College Unions Inter- gram, a recreation sub-committee.
"It is up to us to find the purnational conVent ion to be held I
When the actual convention con- pose in machines. Too often a false
Sunday, March 27, through voles, 600 delegates from all sec- need can be generated. We have
Wednesday, March 30.
Dons of the world will be present. fins on cars, points on the toes
Also attending the college union In addition to the United States, of women’s shoes and doors on
meeting is Miss Milanne Nickliss, Japan, Canada and South Ameri- television sets that ()pen autosenior SJS recreation major who, can countries %if ill have delega- ma ticany.
this semester.. is doing her intern- lions.
MORALITY PR()BLEM
ship at the U.C. San Francisco
Topics under discussion will be
"Be we have 10-million-dead of
Medical Center Guy S. Millberry problems of union management, hunger in India. There is no need
College Union.
ideas in programming and a gen- for this. It is a problem of morThis weekend, the recreation, eral exchange of ideas. A tottr ality," he noted. "Must we accept
fine arts and research and (level- of the Louisiana State University General Motors, bombs and the
opment CoMMittees will Meet to student union is planned.
Nazi oven masters that cooked
six million during World War II?"
During a question period following his lecture, Dr. Charter was
asked about what cybernation
could do about overpopulation.
"The answer is not a simple
one," he said. "Technology can do
something about it, but who is
willing to say ’my child will be
* campaign literature
unborn’ or ’the child of India is
fraternity literature
mine?’"
* sorority literature
Dr. Charter was also asked how
a person can tell the difference
between a false need and a proper
need. The lecturer answered with
an illustration of television.
NO CHOICE
"You may have 10 channels, but
you still may nut have a choice
if dollars are the determinate of
choice. What do you do about it?"
he asked. Either you don’t turn on
TV, or you write letters to sponfor the
sors of bad shows.
"You must h,ave a purpose in
price of

Don’t SQUAWK
about your shoes.
kin, them to
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Symphony Concert
Professor Reviews ’Alienation of Man To Feature Soloists

Need To Suffer Tensions

lIolodern Man" by Dr. Fritz Pappenheim, former instructor of
social sciences at Talladega College in Alabama.
While Dr. Pappenheim’s analyses are more cogent than his
prognosis. he performs a "marvelous service" In integrating
past views, the lecturer commented.

By CHARLOTTE WONG
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The need for man to be himself, to suffer ten -ions and to
recognize his alienation from society was emphasized by Dr.
Harold Hodges, chairman of the
Sociology and Anthropology Department, during Wednesday’s
Faculty Book Talk.
Speaking to a caracity audience in the Cafete.ia, Dr. !lodges
reviewed ’’The Alienation of

Business, Liberal Arts
and Accounting.

CARiER
Civil Service training. Opportunities in Internal Revenue in
California.
Se* your Placement Office.

(6.

MARXIAN CONCERN
Mention was also made of two
viewpoints which served as bases
for Dr. Pappenheim’s discussion:
"NIarxian concern with the growing predominance of commodity
production and Ferdinand Tonnies’ classification of shift from
a medieval to an industrial social structure."
The author’s agreement with
the sociologist -philosopher Georg
Simmel, who stated the opposition of creative life and rigid
form.
Dr. Hodges commented, "Pappenheim tends toward a society
that recognizes tension. Without
conflict the Individual would
grow fat and atrophy."

’UNCOMMON SOCIOLOGIST’
The author was described by
the reviewer as "an uncommon
sociologist, unusual because he
CAS dared undertake the wedding of two hitherto irreconenables: sociologism and existentialism."
A distinction was made bettven the two by Dr. Hodges,
who remarked that in the first
man is made human only by acquiring society’s values, while
In the second, society is "something hostile to the true nature
of the individual."
Ile added that the opening
Ciente of the work concerned
the tendency in all to become
indifferent bystanders, rarely to
elate to the other person as a
whole.
The insructor also cited the
tendency "above all else, to split,

GRADUATES

,411111111W,Ce i

quite unconsciously, into what
amounts to two selves: the one
spontaneous and authentic, the
other contrived and inauthentic."

SUFFER CONFLICT
He added that in the face of
escalating alienation, individuals
need to fight, to suffer conflict
and to work out personal destinies rather than fleeing from
tension.
"There is a need to be conscious of alienation. It isn’t
pretty, but at least we affirm
what we are rather than becoming
what society tells us to be,"
Dr. Hodges said.

.,4,

Faculty Members
Submit Papers
To Speech Group

Tratlition with Flair

OUR BLITTON-DOWN SHIRT
OF STRIPED BASKETWEAVE
A pure classicwith a new look of today! The
new basketweave stripe makes your favorite
button-down shirt more handsome than ever.
Perfectly flared collar, comfortably half -sleeved.
Blue, Olive, Maize Stripes. At Grodins, only

5.95

,
IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!
I
I
’

’Ilree members of the Speech
Department faculty submitted
research papers last week at the
annual meeting of ttte Western
Speech Association of Teachers
at Disneyland, according to Cal
Hylton, associate professor of
speech.
"Campbell and 18th Century
Theories of Taste," by Phil
Dolph, assistant professor of
speech; "Speaking of the American Indian," by Dr. Theodore
Balgooyen, professor of speech,
and "Communication Theory
Perspectives" by Prof. Hylton
were submitted.
"The benefit of professors
going to the association is to
give them a chance to meet with
colleagues in their fields from
other institutions and to exchange ideas by the reading of
their papers," said Hylton.
Dr. Robert D. Clark of SJS,
Carl W. McIntosh of Long Beach
State College and acting President Stanley Paulson of San
Francisco State College spoke
on the topic, "The Role of
Speech in the Changing Liberal
Arts Patterns of the Established
and Emerging Colleges."
Dr. Larry Mouat, professor of
speech, submitted the new constitution for the Western Speech
Association of Teachers.

Korean soprano Soon Hvtang
Chun and pianist Dae Baird,
both SJS senior mu.sic majors,
will solo with the SJS Symphony Chchestra Tuesday and
Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Miss Chun came to the United
States in 1962. She is a member
of Mu Phi Epsilon, professional
music sorority, International
Students Organization and A
Cappella Choir.
The soprano will sing the aria
"Un bel di" from Puccini’s
"Madama Butterfly." The scene
is Butterfly’s home in Nagasaki.
Her husband Pinkerton has long
since left for America. The faithful Butterfly assures her maid
that he will return. In this excerpt she describes the joyful occasion when his ship sails into
harbor.
In May Miss Chun will play
the lead role in the Opera Workshop presentation of "Madama
Butterfly" at SJS.
Baird has been soloist with
the Monterey County Symphony
Orchestra and has presented
recitals in Salinas, Watsonville,
Saratoga, Palo Alto and Santa
Cruz. He is a member of Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia, national
music fraternity.
The pianist vtill play Brahms’
Concerto No. 1 in D Minor for
Piano and Orchestra, Op. 15.
Johannes Brahms wrote his
first concerto while still in his
twenties as a result of responsibility to friends who had publicized him as the great new
hope of German music.
The work, which took several
years to complete, first was
planned as a symphony, and
later appeared as a sonata for
two pianos before it was revised
to its present form.
Dr. Gibson Walters, chairman
of the Music Department. directs the Symphony Orchestra.
He has been conductor since
1954 except for leaves of absence in 1955 and 1963. Dr.
Walters currently is in his fifth

YOUNG ADULTS
ACCOUNTS INVITED!
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES!

By CAROLYN BUSHNELL
Spartiui Daily Staff Writer
"1966 brings the advent of
the new ’Reed.’ This year’s magazine is to be more inclusive
and more representative of the
the campus," stated Dr. Jeanne
Lawson, the campus literary
magazine’s faculty adviser.
Dr. Lawson urged all registered students to submit to
Reed original short story, poetry,
one -act or short play manuscripts and creative and artistic
photographs.
DEADLINE FRIDAY
Deadline for submission of
plays is Friday in order to allow
a full month for production.
Deadline for other manuscripts
and photographs is Friday,
April 1.
All manuscripts may be turned
in at F0102. Photographs may
be turned in at F0207.
Rules for submission of men-

THREE "K" FLYING "A" is once again featuring a
BRAKE SPECIAL. Spartans, for the second year in a
row, can have the brakes on their Volkswagens adjusted
for only 99c.

TODAY fhru THURSDAY March 24.
SPRING BRAKE SPECIAL
(VOLKSWAGENS ONLY)

Brake 1djustment

A Complete Line of Nationally Advertised Products
Reg. $2.50
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers
PhonographS
iii Fi Sets
Radiec
Eiectrical Appliances

Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I.D Bracelets
Clocks

NO MONEY DOWN

(1 String Quartet
Chosen To Attend
CMEA Convention
KOREAN SOPRANO Soon Hwang Chun and pianist Dae
Baird, both SJS senior music majors, will solo with the SJS Symphony Orchestra Tuesday and Wednesday nights at 8:15 in Concert Hall. Dr. Gibson Walters, chairman of the Music Dnpariment
and professor of music, conducts the orchestra. Miss Chun will
sing an aria from Puccini’s "Madama Butterfly" and Baird
will play Brahms’ Concerto No. I in D Minor.
season as musical director and
conductor of the Santa Clara
Philharmonic Orchestra.
The 60-piece SJS orchestra
can trace its rooLs back to
1886 when a five-member group
was organized. By 1904 it had
expanded to 11 members. Three
years later a Choral Society
which included an orchestra was

Dinnenvare
Silvenvare
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

99’

uscripts are available in the
English Department Office, FO102.
In previous years the magazine has been put out primarily
by the English Department, but
this year the Drama and the
Art Departments are helping,
she said.
One of the newly initiated
features of the magazine is a
play-writing competition. The
winning play will be produced
by SJS drama students under the
direction of Steve Maze, drama
major.
The play will be presented in
outdoor - thee t er - in - t he - round
style on Seventh Street or in the
Tower Hall quad the afternoon
the magazine COMPS out. May
IA, according to Dr. Lawson.
NEW FORMAT
Another new Reed feature is
its fonmat. The magazine will
wort a glossy cover in three
colors designed by Peter Lowe,
industrial design major presently working vvith R. Buckminster
Fuller.
Selling price of the 1966 issue
is still under study.
"In the past it has sold for
50 cents but ASB has recommended the matter he studied
determine whether a higher
.
wolild a I low product ion
to be met more adequately. Dr. Lawson explained.
Last fall Reed faced the prospect of receiving no allocation
from ASB hut after much debate the publication won out,
.0Pi’ing $613.80. The original
t

Th ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s low In net cost, too
Downtown
65 So. First St.
WI. velldefe all downtown lot tirlrets
292-4910 Open until 9 Mon Thu,. & Fr, Nifrts

Sunnyval
739.0591 Open

209 So. Ideate St.
until 9

Thurs

Fri. Niles

request wai S1,500.
The magazine’s promotion and
.lay-out is now handled in conjunction with the ASB Public
whici
Commit tee.
Relations
works with Reed staff members
The publication is put out In
a class in the English Department, English 180, which meets
every spring semester.
Reed began publishing in 1948
Until 1956 it published only thc
prize-winning entties in the Phelan contest, vvhich offers cash
prizes for the best student literary works submitted each
year.
Now, although there is a
high cormlation, manuscripts
are judged separately by different judges.
In rating SJS’ literary magazine the International Guide to
world "little magazines," states,
..The Reed insists upon mature
subject matter and themes and
esehews the jinenile, the hackneyed."

KSJS Log
Kt4JS-F’M, 90.7 nie, Today
50) p.m. TGIF
5:55 p.m. Lockheed Digest
6:00 p.m. Spartan Spectrum
6:10 p.m. KSJS Foriim
6:15 p.m. Spartan Sports
Specia I
6:30 p.m. Music Makers
7:00 p.m. Portrait in Jazz
7:30 p.m. Standard School
Broadcast
8:00 p.m. Centuries of 111.
Classics

Management Opportunity

Connecticut
Mutual Life

A YEAR TO PAY

Valley Fair Shopping Center
248 3040 Open Mon. thru Fr, until 9.30 p.m.

formed. Orchestra was first offered as a course in 1922.
Members of the 1965-66 Symphony Orchestra include 16
freshmen, 15 sophomores, 14
juniors and 15 seniors. In May
the Music Department opens
auditions to all SJS students
for an opportunity. to solo with
the orchestra

Deadline Nears for ’Reed’ Articles
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Four SJS music students enrolled in a string quartet class
t.iught by Albert Gillis, assistant
professor of music and violist
for the famed Paganini Quartet,
have been selected by audition
to attend the California Music
Educators Association convention, Tuesday, April 5, in Santa
Barbara.
Members of the class, a Haydn
quartet, are Bill Galbraith, first
violin; Jack Ullom, second violin;
Miss Judy Wilks, viola, and Miss
Cheryll Melott, cello.
In his class Gillis aims at
"performance on an artistic
level" by working in depth on
each musical selection.
"The problem," he said, "is
to get four Instruments matched
in sound and quality." The 200year-old strings of the Paganini
Quartet, which performed at
SJS last month, are matched
instruments.
In addition to the Haydn quartet, Gillis is instructing a newlyi formed Beethoven quartet.

RENT
Typewriters
as little as

^,
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111140.111
teM1111114$141
6.0000011

20’

Per Day
on Three
Months Rental

TRY OUR RENT TO OWN
PLANHUNDREDS TO
CHOOSE FROM

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando
Next to Calif. Book Store

11,11E"S
SPA ETA if
417 So. 1st.
294-1454

1(11111ring

TURKEY
and the GOBBLERS
I lancing Thursday
t lint Sunday

PIZZA
10c BEERS FOR
LADIES FROM 3 p.m. -9 p.m.
S1 A PITCHER UNTIL
9 EVERY NIGHT

417 So. 1 st
294-1454

16,000 Record Selection

APART N DATT.11-1

FrHnv M.irch

Library Music Soothes Students
1 1: %TM/ MILLER
Music not only soothes the
savage beast, it also aids the
frustrated college student.
Many thousands of San Jose
State students enter Miss Roseincey Thorru.’s fourth -floor world
tired and cross. and leate it refreshed and perhaps more knowledgeable.
As SJS’ music librarian, Miss
Thorne ciains no miracle cure
or woirler drug. only a select ion
closes.
of 16,000 records of
A recent graduate, the young
redhead often helps the students
with their selections, but adds,
"They generally knou what they
want. I just lead them to it."
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MISS SJS APPLICANTS
Simmons. Coeds can still pick up applications
at the basic orientation meeting to be held
tomorrow at I I a.m. in HI. This will be the
last opportunity to apply.

eonfestants for the Miss San Jose State Pageant
review their applications with the current Miss
SJS, Michael Centinich. From left are the Misses
Centinich, Jenny Bull, Diane Judah, and Pam

Buckminster Fuller To Attend
Big Sur Design Conference
The third Etnnual West Coast
Stttdent Design Conference %ill
start Friday, March 25, at Big
Sur Hot Springs. R. Buckminster Fuller, SJS Scholar-in-Residence. will informally speak at
a inter-college group seminar on
Friday and Saturday nights,
according to Dr. Wayne Chtunpion, professor of industrial arts.
"The Ilichistrial design department is especially pleased with
the participation of faculty’ and
students from all the eight institutions joining the three day
week-end event," said Dr. Champion.
James M. Zeiszler, industrittl
design major, said "the reason
for the conference is to show
students what SJS is doing in
the field of industrial design as
compared to the other institutions."
Hot Springs is located on the
coast highway, 1, 15 miles south
of Big Sur. "It is called ’Slate’s
Hot Springs’ on mo.st maps,"
explained Zeiszler.
Approximately 200 students
and faculty have already registered for this event although
any art of design majors who
still want to participate may
register by contacting Jack W.

Crist. associate profesNor of industrial arts.
The schedule for the week-end
conference includes. registration
in the Friday afternoon, dinner
and then films on industrial design. Groups will convene at

the
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"THE TENTH VICTIM"
and
"THE CONJUGAL BED"
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Banquet Rooms Available
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(Methodist

441 S. 10th Si.
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Westminster
Presbyterian
Church
The Alatneda at Shasta
iambi’) Sunday at
8:311 a.m.. I I a.m.. and 7 p.m.
9:40 a.m. College Study Class

6:30 p.m.
Supper (40c)
Sunday.

March 20

7:30 p.m. "Honest
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Other Activities
Week
Worship Sunday
Throughout th
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Paul’s Methodist

San Salvador

930811am

some size for lc.
15c
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25c

30c

1,3 GAL. 95c
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ADevilishGood Drink"

See It Made With Fresh Oranges

ORANGE JULIUS
Corner of 1st and San Fernando

Dinner Date This
Weekend?
Take Her Out for a Steak at

Angelo’s Steak House

ivIft

FIrnt
292-67771
Doan Martin in
"THE SILENCERS also "ONE WAY WAHINE"

696 South

1es. a deliiimis steak dinner is a financial posibility along with excellent service and pleasant
surroundings. Whether breakfast. lunch or dinner all meals are designed with your pocket
book in mind.

L R NC

10th

910Pillare.

blocks

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 S. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
14:15, 9:30 and II
Iron, school
College discussion group: 9:45 p.m.
Lenten Vespers: Wednesdays: 7:15 p.m.
A. J. BROMMER. Pastor 292-5404
R. Fiedler. Director of Music: G. Otte, Vicar 204-7033

reweave

"On Being Human in a
D-humanixed Society"

Chapel
of
Reconciliation

Faculty Night
Sunday, March 20 at 6,30 p.m.

ROGER WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP
GRACE

8 p.m. Leadership Training Class

464

BAPTIST

Ea,f San Fernando

rn. and 7:45 p.m.
Church Service
Bibb Classes 10 a.m.

Gorga "Shorty" Collins.
Baptist College Chaplain
John M. Akers, Pastor
thew.

300 S. 10t

CHURCH

8:45

Do you feel a need for a more personal religious faith? For free
information that has challenged the thinking of collegians mail
(-Import to: Westminster Presbyterian Church, Alameda at Shasta,
San Jose, Calif.
Name .
Address
=1...mm.,..0.011100P4PIIMPP

Buy one at regular

How does this sound ...

New York Steak
Special Cut
peen salmi .
Served with fresh vegetable,.
and bread and butter. featuring a Bond tti

$2.05
()PEN 2,1 flOURS Friday. and Saturdays

ANGELO’S STEAK HOUSE

Free

parking at Ars and

38 S.

Earl’,

3rd St.

e.)

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday af

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community

Sunday
6 p.m. Worship

Piro Malhoili.1
p

CP

COMM

price . .. second one

in the church
of your choice

Wesley
Foundation
Student Center)

itill here after
Ilier long week. In fact, we are
. !lase ou Noticed the Change?
gainin;.; moment
\l/.11
9,1:,
"Pastors, Bishops and Ehlers"
5: t5
the Holy Land and Southern F:urope.
3rd am! San Antonio Streets.

MARCH 20
7 p.m.

WORSHIP THIS WEEK
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SUNDAY

.0*

SAN JOSE

Fish

SPARTAN SPECIAL

JO’,

rial,,11111111,
ist/Ears!..11
AUTO MOVIE
Hoek Ave. 299-8114 N. 13th to Gish Rd. 295-5005
1969 Al
Screen
South
North Screen
Elke Sommer in
James Stewart in
"DANIELLA BY NIGHT"
"MUDHONEYThe Rare Breed and
and
also
-EROTICA-Fad’s, Goose- "SOFT SKIN on BLACK LACE"

Live Music 5 nites a week
Steal.

1.4getill

DRIVE-IN
294-2041
294-5544 Altus & Vine
Natalie Wood in
MUDHONEY"
"INSIDE DAISY CLOVER"
and
Also "BOEING BOEING.’
"EXPRESSO BONGO"

OPEN 24 HOURS

Sunday 5:30 p.m., Holy Conununion
Thursday 7 a.m. Holy Conununion
at
3 00 S. 10th
Chapel of Reconciliation

PM

ARATOG4%7.3026

610 Co!man

MILLER’S STEAK HOUSE

Banquet

k

11,.ifiN
tv,
oc;.1her own age.
Thus the music library hits
become a common meeting
ground for youth, the a.ssistant
and the assisted. It serves as a
tonic for the vveury student,
Win101.19
16,000 Pl9MeCHOS.
prescript ior.
dre’l ’

O.M. -

552

Banquet Rooms
Available from
10 to 20 people

Nor:

lc

South Bascom
295-2238 14213 The Alameda
29’2-3060
Rita Tushingham in
Fillini’s Masterpiece
"THE LEATHER BOYS"
"JUILIET OF THE SPIRITS"
also David Nivan. William Holden in
"THE MOON IS BLUE"

OPEN 24 HOURS

hungry
Itooe

CHOOSES SdS
The youthful librarian is constantly learning about her job,
combining education and sincere
intemst She received her B.S.
in edlication from California
State Polytechnic C’ollege in Sim
Luis Obispo and her M.A. in
librarianship from the University of I),nver. She chose San
Jose State for her first post
s)i its proxgraduate .jOil
imity to the Bay Area and its
relative smallness. The University of California at Berkeley and
Stanford University she feels
are a "little intre,sonal." Because of her minoi in music
--

ankr.ti to head the nut,i,
library.
Miss Thorne’s attitude toward
students has changed since her
college days. She is less idealistic, but enjoys them just the
same. Most students she describes its very nice, and she especially enjoys wc.rking with the

She

SCENES

SUE
aNTIO

EPISCOPALIANS ON CAMPUS

:RS

RECORD:4 Al’AILABLE
Miss Thorne is (nit., proud of
1". the
her fourth floor d

9 a.m. Saturday. At this time
students will work on their projects until 2-5 p.m. when entertainment will be provided and
after dinner talk by Fuller.
Fuller
judge the projects
sonday and present the trophy

Canterbury:

51

STATE PREFERENCE
Students seem to prefer show
music, romantic and the light
classics and jazz. According to
Miss Thorne, you can’t tell a
student by his 11111Sie.
"Just utten you think he’s
the type that likes folk music.
he’ll pick out Vivaldi."
Many. of the recItils in the
department Eire on .gserve. Contrary to expeOntio,,s, not all am
for the Music Department. The
F:nglish, Art and Education Departments. as well as tutorials
request records mainly for background and supplementary work.
As one tutorials prcfrssor put
it, "I’m taking 011i the records
to civilize the students."

record selections and
their availability. to the student.
In many large colleges and universities, she explained:a majority of the recc.rds are not in
circulation. They cannot be
checked Mit by the student.
Often they. are not even available for libraty listening.
New records are requested by
faculty members in all departments, hut mainly mu.sic and
F:nglish. If Miss Thorne thinks
a record should be purchased.
she adds it to the list. The
money for the records comes
from the g,eneral operating fund
of the library.
During her one and a half
years as librarian, Miss Thorne
has become something of an
electronic handyman. Although
a technician comes in every
day, there are times when she
must do repairs herself.
11111101(.1’ Or

9:30 a.m. Lutheran Worship

11 a.m.

Irnited Campus
Christian Ministry

Lm....1411.0

8.30 .0

I I

a.m.

Morning Worship

College

5:45

p.m.

TriC

’ Seminar’.

Club

Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
I 198 S. 2nd St . San Jose9’45 ’i’i

r--

Newman-Catholic Student Center
ChaplainsFather L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only
Wednesday, March 23
Lecture Series: "The Church and the World"
(Pastoral Constitution on the
Church in the Modern World)
by
Fr. Laurent Latclente Catholic Chaplain SJS.

79 South 5th

295-1771

6-SPART

Friday. Marc+ 18. 1888
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Skiers in Final Meet

.!.1,.’
i IlliShed
seventh in
, . .
1.111.11’ :
l’h,
el,,,
:11’,’L
,i.ih.....
I downhill Is slated for Sunday i the eight -team meeting, burying
’San Francisco State in the cello.
morning.
Si(artan participants are Dick tor the second time this year. and
Johnson. 13ave Degenhardt, Mike iu.a missed sixth after an unusual
Dercatin, Dennis Koehn and Bruce Accident involving Joe Platis.
While harelling down the downBain.
Johnson sled to 15th in the Intl- at uPwards of 50 miles -perlownhill and landed 22nd in the , hour, another skiier got in his;
dalim in last weekend’s Pacific I path and tripped. Unaccustomed
...oast Intereollegiates at SCRUM’ 10 SUCh happenings, Platis lost hiA
lance, went into a nosedive,.
and Boreal Ridge.
.1 I
1111:
hailortot
( Ili tat. I
. cashed into the slope, and.
:.rdined his ankle.
More fortunate were DeiviiSan Jose State Bohol Club
and Derouin i2lst and 28th.
INVITEES
the downhill, Koehn 12.8th in
of
topics
All students to attend tonight a discussion on world
the slalom and Bain (20th) in the
major importance. Refreshments will be served and no collection
ci.iss-country tour.
will be taken.
TONIGHT AT 8 p.m.
ABLE MENTOR,
I
231 San Fernando -:12
Spartan tennis coach Butch Krikorian excels as the No, :1 rankOther college discussions are held Wednesdays and Saturdays
ing junior veteran singles rackat 8 p.m. at 95 Fairview Plaza, Los Gatos.
eteer in Northern California and
Eill 8,3n-dramp or Earl Mock at
(--,1
For +u,thpr
also rates in the number one slot
for doubles.

Hitting the ski tr.,.1 t .r the
final lime this season. SJS snowmen will eampete in the third
annual College of Siskiyous-Citico
State Invitational at Mt. Sha. ta
Ski Bowl Saturday and Sunilay.
Thirteen schtstls fr,,ni throe
states will participate, ineluding
Oregon Sitrra t’..iir.rnia Stanturd, Southern Or(ctin :oat Cirei..lon
,-,,ate.

Swim Nationals
In Second Day
Spartan mermen are iii the
midst of i.ompetition today at
the College Di% islon Nationals
In Normal. Illinois.
mei’ Tuni (ENeill epeets to
be among the leaders. lle mites
lineknell, Santa Barbara, Long
Reach State and San Diego
State as other top contenders.
The Spurtans heat SUS and
LBS at the Division Regionals
hist neck. Saida Barbara sent
only a rew (inners to last weekend’s outings. choosing to launch
an all -tint effort In the Nationals.
Bucknell took third, to SDS
and Llts, last year.

Spartan Nine Seeks Gain in Reno
-On Baseball Diamond, That Is
By JOIIN JACKSON
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Fun and profit is the aim of
Spartan baseballers today us they
I meet the Uniiersity of Nevada
in ft doubleheader in Reno,
Although the two-day road trip.
a inch includes a stop in Sacra -

menu) tornormw for tl tWill bill
with Sacramento State, will be a
highly-enjoyable jaunt for coach
Ed Sobetak and his 15-man traveling squad, the Spartans’ immediate objective will be to push their
present 3-5 won-lost mark above
the .500 level

41111111111R111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111H1111111111611111111111111DDIL.
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ntramural Announcements

FINAL BASKETBALL
Phi Mu Chi beat the Mojo Men!
STANDINGS
55-40 to highlight the first round!
n ePe ea s
of the upper division independent
"A" League
basketball tournament Wednesday
night. In other games the Razor- 1. Awful-Awfuls .
10
0
4
6
. backs stopped Alpha Tau Omega 2. Basketball Inc.
5
5
No. 2, 55-49, the Bandits dumped 3. TWIMC
5
5
the Has Beens 69-51 and the Red 4. SACES
4
6
5. Bandits
I lorde upset the Vandals 39-36.
Frosh gymnasts swing ina
Soul Bros. dropped from the league
tion at Sacramento City yolk. r.
In fraternity tournament losers’
"B" League
today in a triangular with SC(’ division play, Delta Sigma Phi 1. Red Horde
5
0
and the College of San Mateo.
Lambda Chi Alpha 48-40 2. Alpha Tau Otnega
Mike Jimenez and Mike Fjelstad I upended
4
1
No. 2
ancl Sigma Alpha Epsilon beat
lead the team t0 -2I in search
3
2
3. Golden Lions
Sigma Pi 58-51.
its first win.
4. Sigma Phi Epsilon
No. 2
2
3
5. Sigma Nu No. 2
3
2
4
Delta Sigma Phi No. 2 1
-Iigma Chi dropped from the
al a low group rate
,.’ite.
"C" League
Via Regularly Scheduled Jo Hight!,
7
1
Phi Mu Chi
6
2
Hawks
2
3. Has Beers;
6
4
4
4. WIMO
4
4
15. Eighth St. A.C.
2
6
6. Risers
New York
Round trip to London fr
Committee and Chi Pi Sigma
dropped from the league.
"I)" League
1. Mojo Men
San Franeiseti
fr
6
2. Fern.s
2
S5:32 20 inc. tax
3. Vandals
6
2
Isq.ait Jane Nth. Return Septeniber 6th
4. Swishers
5
3
5. Markham Marauders 4
4
( 11 I
6. Eighth St. Lifters
5
26.1.5197, AFTER 6 p.m.
t.".1.Tti I
II \ S
3
7. Allen Haulers
5
3
8. Phi Epsilon Kappa
2
6
"E" League
1. Razorbacks
8
0
2. Peace Mongers
7
1
3. Tip-Ins
6
2
4. Scarlet Letters
4
4
5. New Knights
4
4
292-7726
Corner ilth and Santa Clara
ti Moulder Men
3
5
7.
Meats
Quality
of
First
Bushmen
2
Complete Line
6
M. Our Gang
2
6
Wholesale and Refail
II. Grant Hall
0
8
"F" League
l Bending Moments
1
7
’ Misfits
1
7
, Patty Duke Fan Club 6
2
; ’The Mets
6
2
Honacs
4
4
B’’ Bailers
3
5
.. Creepers
6
2
lb.
Our Gang
6
... 2
Grant Hall
8
0
"0" League
lb19’
Allen Hall No. 2
6
1
. Sigma Alpha Epsilon 5
2
lb.
: . Blue Horde
4
. Semper Fidelis
4
Plenty of FREE PARKING
3
4
i Blue Flame
Houses
Boarding
Wholesale to Fraternities, Sororities and
. Whiskey A Go Go
4
3
. Lechers
4
3
Alpha Phi Omega ....
5
2

Frosh Go Today

JET T() EUROPE

Again, for the 3rd Year Fly
with Air India
$300

STATE MEAT MARKET

- THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS -

2 ibs. 89’
36’

GROUND BEEF
FRYERS
LEG OF LAMB
PORK CHOPS

860

Please don’t
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise
all by itself.
Sprite, you recall, is
the soft drink that’s
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn’t keep
it quiet.
Flip its lid and it
reallv flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost excessively lively drink.
Hence, to zlupf is
to err.
What is zlupfing?

ooI, wit‘n
tibbed "bared"
,
pu1.1-ov
41iy
pet
s
lour
‘castes,
sl.eeves,
itito
psutsi.
exbow
’Tuck it
stxd
’seek!
skirts
utediurn,19:11e.
-rouud
slim
over
siies
it out
srAtite,
13AseNt

N .s

s \

JONI
4 4.1,.4RA: sl

! 1:1’ AT SANTA CLARA
t. \S cREEK SHOPPING CENTER

%lb

FRATERNITIES
"II" League
Alpha Tau Omega
0
5
Omega Psi Phi
2
3
Sigma Phi Epsilon
3
2
Pi Kappa Alpha
3
2
Sigma Pi
3
2
Lambda Chi Alpha
1
4
"I" League
. Theta Chi
5
0
. Sigma Alpha Epsilon 3
2
. Sigma Nu
2
3
. Delta Sigma Phi .
2
3
.. Kappa Sigma
1
4
Sigma Chi dropped from the
eague.
.
.
.
.
.
.

the biggest
Pitching could
problem for the Spartans on the
four-game trip. Including third
baseman -pitcher Steve Eigge, Sobczak is taking only four hurlers
to Reno.
KNUCKLE BALL
Present plans call for knucklehalter John Lyon to start the first
agailw Nevada. m.ith vm
"
ran.s 13ill Schmidt and Frank
l’angborn going against Sacrm
mento tomorrow. The starter in
the second Nevada game is a question mark.
According to unofficial statistics. ,
soph right fielder Charlie Nave,
who will bat seventh today, leads
the Spartan regulats with six hits
in 15 at bats for an even .400
batting average.
Larry Myers, a junior catcher
from Ukiah, is batting .357 on
the season (5-14), and will be
putting a three-game hitting streak
on the line in today’s ball game.
POWER MEN
Other Spartans with over .300
bat marks are second baseman
Tony Hernandez and center fielder Dave Gigliotti. The pair will
man the No. 3 and 4 power spots
in the SJS lineups today.
Hernandez is batting .350 with
seven hits in 20 official trips to
the plate and has three RBIs.
Gigliotti. a junior college transfer, is ripping the ball at a .313
clip (5-16) and has batted in a
pair of runs.
Other Spartarts making the trip
to Reno and their averages include: Robin Tomlin I.294i, Larry
Peters (.150 and 4 RBIs), Pat
Duggan (.235), Tom Brandi 1.222),
Egge ( .286 ) Dave Met t ler (.083
Al Taylor (.250) and Pat Garvey
.000).

Frosh Nine Looks
For First Victory
Still chasing the elusive bird
of victory, the SJS freshmen nine
returns to action this afternoon
against the University of San
Francisco frosh in a doubleheader
scheduled to begin at 1:30 on the
freshman diamond.
The Spartababes have lost their
first nine games, but have shown
improvement in recent games, especially in hitting.
Thr pitching is likely to come
from Bob Grover, who struck out
11 although losing a 6-5 decision
to California last Saturday.
ADVERTISEMENT

Hawaii Summer Session
Earl’ university credits while
enjoying your summer in beautiful Hawaii with the nationally
popular Howard Tour - - a 57day program for only $549, plus
$10 tax-- -the program in which
you "live in" anti enjoy Hawaii
- not just see it; the tour in
which you participate in the
very best of Island living, not
just hear about it.
The tour price above includes
roundtrip United Air Lines jet
travel between the West Coast
and Hawaii, residence and accommodations, and the most diversified itinerary of the highest quality and largest number
of dinners, parties, shows,
cruises, sightseeing ev en t s ,
beach activities, cultural functions, and other tour services.
Waikiki apartments with daily
maid service, steamship passage, and travel to Neighbor
Islands are available at adjusted tour rates.
Complete details are available
on this campus through Mrs.
John T. Edwards. Her telephone number is 293-8142.

EATING IS A VERY
SPECIAL TIME
at ARCHIE’S

Zlupfing is to drinking what
smacking one’s lips is to
eating.
It’s the staccato buzz you
make when draining the last few
deliciously tangy drops of
Sprite from the bottle with a
straw.
ZzzzzIllupfl
It’s completely uncalled for.
Frowned upon in polite society.
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprite
is absolutely essential to your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea of heaven,
well...all right.
But have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
little ziupr goes a long, long
way.
aERITE, SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST CULDN’T
KEEE IT QUIET.

and to make
it el’f’n
more special
try
our very special
SMALL STEAK
$1.25
or special

alt

NEW YORK
CUT STEAK $1.95
both served frith
soup or salad
and minim....
545 S. 2nd St.
Free Parking

geaktouse

Pr!lay, March 18,

Smith-Beaty Race in 440

SPARTAN’ DATT.T.
i

i

HUM(

Friday and Saturday
1.11114

Tuesday thru Friday

Trackmen Try for 9 in Row Over Cal
By PAUL SAVOIA
Spartan Daily Sport* Editor
It might take an iron-man performance by Tommy Smith, but
Spartan trackmen are determined
to whip California for the ninth
consecutive year.
The Spartans meet the Bears
and Nevada tomorrow afternoon
in Berkeley. Field events start
at 1:30. There is no admission
charge for SJS students.
Spartan coach Bud Winter announced yesterday that Smith will
run in the open 440-yard clash,
which many feel is his best event.
He has not run this since his

freshman year when he had a ’ Smith running tvco 4406 on the 1 Smith whether or not the junior
natiorial frosh best of 46.5, but has same day at this stage, has indi- star anchors the mile relay.
been running the quarter-mile in i cated that he will leave it up to
The conflict is basically whether
the mile relay.
With Smith in the 440, however, Winter is pulling him from
the mile relay, where the Spartans are undefeated this year and
the Bears have a string of 26 consecutive outdoor victories.
Smith will anchor the Spartan
440 relay team, run in the 220
dash and take a few broad jumps.
However, if the meet goes down
until the final event, the mile
relay, the name of Tommy Smith
might just pop up again.
Winter, who wisely doesn’t want

Gymnasts Visit San Luis
For State College Meet
By LEE JUILLERAT
Spartan Daily Sports,’ Writer
Not expecting to set the tourney
afire, SJS gymnasts are down in
San Luis Obispo for the State
College Tourney.
Events begin at 9 a.m. tomorrow
morning with the qualifying preliminaries. Finalists hop back into
action in the evening.
Coach Clair Jennett rates San
Fernando Valley as the tourney
favorites. Los Angeles is expected
to finish a close second.

Opposition comes from SFV,
L.A. State, Cal Poly (Pomona),
Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo), Santa
Barbara, Long Beach State, San
Diego State, Chico State and Sacramento State.
Tony Coppola heads the SJS
delegation and will compete in
the all-around. Jeff Wolfe is also
slated to compete in the six allaround events.
Trampolinist Steve Brazis is
given a good chance by Jennett
to qualify for the NCAA Regionals. He must finish in the top
SEVEN SPARTANS
Seven Spartans go against en- eight to earn a position in the
tries from the 10 other California March 25-26 Regionals in Los
Angeles.
schools.

Paul’s eye&
RENT A BIKE!
Ask about "our
rant-buy option
plan."

Pauti Cyclei
Sales and Service
1435 THE ALAMEDA
San Jose
PAUL j KING, MGR,
PHONE 293-9766

Bakmas
Flower
Shop
Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions
292-0462

10th & Santa Clara

ALL-AROUND MEN
Jennett expects Coppola and
Wolfe to be among the first eight
finishers in the all-around. Individually, Coppola’s best events are
floor exercise, still rings, long
horse and parallel bars. Wolfe is
a side horse specialist.
Paint-earners Ed Puccinelli, Tim
McCarthy, Pete Jacobs, and Kal
Matis should aid the Spartans in
their drive to place tunong the
top five teams.
BAR MAN
Puccinelli hopes to pass . the
test on the horizontal and parallel
bars and the side horse. McCarthy
hops into action on the trampoline and floor exercise. Jacobs battles in the bar events and the long
horse while Matis is entered on
the still rings and floor-ex.
Top individual competitors in
the affair are Rusty Rock and Bob
Diamond from San Fernando Valley. Both placed well in the NCAA
Nationals last year.
Rock was leading entrants on
the horizontal bar in the preliminaries last year, but fell to
lower standings after falling from
the bar in the finals.
Diamond specializes on the still
rings and was among the first
five in the Nationals.

the Spartans want to go all out
to win thiti dual meet or not
chance an injuty to Smith which
viiould hurt their chances in the
up-coining national meets.
The 440 is the feature race of
the meet, with the long-awaited,
head-to-head meeting of Smith and
Cal’s Forrest Beaty filially materializing.
Beaty was second in the NCAA
440 last year and owns a 46.3
clocking.
’rhe two will also face each
other in the 220 and the anchor
leg of the 440 relay.
Other key men in the meet for
the Spartans are Joe Neff, Ed
Johnson and Wayne Mermen.
Neff is running in the mile and
880 against Cal aces Bob Price
and Marty Koenckamp in the mil,
and Mike Shafer, Devone Smith I
and Koenekamp in the 880. Owen
Hoffman and Steve Brown join
Neff in the mile for SJS with
Ken Noel and Bill Berridge also
in the 880.
Johnson will do personal battle
with Nevada’s main threat, high
jumper Otis Burrell, who has
cleared 7-2%. Johnson is a 7-0
--Photo by Lou Buonomo
man.
THE DECIDER? Ken Noel passes the baton to Ken Shackelford
Hermen is the Spartan hope in
in the mile relay in last weekend’s quadrangular track meet.
the 100 and expected to gain
Tomorrow this event might decide the winner as the Spartans
high points in the 220. He will also
travel to Berkeley for a triangular meet.
be the leadoff man in the 440
and mile relays.
Joining Hermen in the mile relay will be Ken Shackelford, John
Spartan tennismen travel to San of San Francisco have not yet been Bambury and Tim Knowles.
Francisco State this afternoon ex- rescheduled. Krikorian expects Knowles is assuming Smith’s position as anchor man.
pecting to hilce their undefeated makeups in late April.
record up another notch.
With a 2-0 mark going into the
2:30 p.m. encounter, Butch Krikorian’s netters expect to face
some stiff individual battles, but
figure to win on overall depth.
Sporting one of their better
squads in recent years, according
to Krikorian, SFS has three strong
racketeers led by Bob Siska.
Bob Murio or Raul Contreras
will get the nod to talce on Siska.
Other netters making the trip
for San Jose are Rodney Kop, GorPi-IONE 286-5392 after 5 p.m.
don Miller, Yit Louie and Bob
Skinner.
Krikorian
.remains mucttled with the doubles pairings, but
expects his squads of ContrerasMurio, Miller-Kop and LouieSkinner to be of above-average
ability.
SJS met the Gators only once
last year, but won easily 8-1. Scoring in termis matches is based on
a point for each individual win
(two set victories) and a point
for each doubles team triumph.
The postponed matches with
Santa Clara and the University

Unbeaten Netters Battle SFS Today

P

’MIGHTY MOUSE’
Little Yit Louie rates as
"Mighty Mouse" around tennis nets
but the Hong Kong-bred Spartan
is well-respected for his racket
ability.

Dear IBM 7090,
I am 17 or over (and 27 or under) and I want to help stamp
out blind dates. So mail me my questionnaire. Quick!

VANIC

111

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
featuring

HOWARD’S 6 OZ. JUMBO BURGER

Try our large variety of
quality mea/s at reasonable prices
Complete Fountain Service
WALK ON OVER
One Block from SJS

7th and Santa Clara

gill Aeatte:o
BEST BUYS
3rd & San Carlos
298-3060

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
RETREAD SALE
Buy First Premium Retread
At Regular Price

EASTER
WEEK I.73
HAWAII

SUMMER
SESSION
60 DAYS

7 DAYS ’268.95
10 DOS

999.95

15 DayS

S349.O5

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
1. Round trip via Pan Am and
United Jets

SECOND TIRE FREE

’129’

REGULAR PRICE

OpPn to Both
Co’s ’N’ Ed’s

PRICE FOR TWO TIRES

’129’
Tax &

Save Wear on Tires
FRONT END ALIGNMENT

S549
.

$599
Package Includes
I. Round trip via Pan Am and
United JETS

2. Reyal Greeting upon arreval

WHEEL BALANCE
BRAKE ADJUSTMENT
WHEEL PACK SPECIAL

S544

2. Transfers round trip

3. fresh Flower Lei

3. Deluxe Apartments for 60
days including maid servic

4. Transfer from Airport to
Waikiki
I. Studio Type Ant. Rooms at
the Driftwood Hotel

4. Circle island tour

S. Your own free lance Chevy
from arrival to d4sarture with

6. Tahitian show and LUAU

5. Get

UNLIMITED MILEAGE
7. Private parking at the Driftwood

acquainted Party

7. Your OWN 1966 Chevy II
with UNLIMITED mileage
for the whole 60 days. This
is your car, you just pay for

S. Transfer from Hotel to airport
on departure
Prii.os basoo on ilouble o...upancy of
room and

the gas.
Price based on two.bedroom
suito for four

DYAMOMETER
ENGINE ANALYSIS

$666

FIVE CELL
FLASHLITE

913‘

UNLIMITED MILEAGE

Write or mil
for regertyttions
& folder

,Yoo Pay the GI,
We Pay the Mileage,

Nome
Address

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

City

HOWARD’S

TRAVEL

School

Address

293-4570

1445 W. San Carlos St.. San Jose

JRS ENTERPRISES

Join in the most adventurous experiment of our time. Operation Match. Let the IBM 7090 Computer (the world’s most perfect
matchmaker) stamp out blind dates for you.
Two Harvard juniors started it. 100,000 students have done it.
Now you and 3,400,000 college students in 1500 colleges in 50
cities can sign up and join in!
Just send us the coupon. We’ll send you the Operation Match
Quantitative Personality Projection Test pronto!
Then return the questionnaire with $3.00. What you’re like
and what you like will be translated into our 7090’s memory file.
It will scan the qualifications of every member of the opposite sex
from this geographic area. Then it will select the five or more
matches best for you.
You’ll receive your names, addresses and telephone numbers
within three weeks. You’ll be what your date is looking for. Your
date will be what you are looking for. In other words: the matches
will be mutual.

Name

Banquet Rooms /bailable
jor Fritter-nit% and Sorority
Dances

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
$89

Five ideal dates.
Three dollars(s3)

,1

Dinners

Tuesday thru Saturday

State

297-8CCO
SlIeTirta=a,

Zip Code

Operation Match

Compatability Research, Inc.
559 Pacific Avenue. Suito 37, San Francisco, California 9,11 11

giii eatte

City
Phone

3rd & San Carlos

221 SO. FIRST ST., SAN JOSE

J

Limited Offer

Phone 298-3060

rrIartv Mare! 18, 1988

II...SPARTAN DAILY

Europe ’661

Marketing Group Plans
Placement Conference

via

mint
UNITED

\,

The American Marketing Association (AMA) mill present the
second annual Industry New Talent Recruiting Organization (INTRO’ conference next Thursday
and Friday. at the San Francisco
O’Farrell
and
Mason
Ililton,
streets.
The purpose of the conference
is to help place graduating senior’s
in business. Over 60 major cornir.inies will have booths to inter....w applicants. Students can iniiirview with several companies in
, short time.
Some of the companies who will
are Ampex, Carnation,
interview
I
Dow Chemical, General Foocis,
National Cash Register Co., and

ALITALIA4

RESERVE
NOW!
New York
to Paris

331.00
Inc. Tax
ROUND TRIP

Via TWA ... DEPARTS June 14th ... RETURNS Sept. 8
DEPARTS June 20 ... RETURNS Sept. 5
Via United Ther;a

’Phe positions offered will be
!!: accounting, advertising, data
mocessing, finance, indu.strial marLiiting, industrial relations, insurmee, management trainee, ntarkiting research, personnel, produc,Rin, public relations, purchasing,
:mailing, sales, and sales promoHirn. Each company has openings
in only certain positions.
Interested students should phone

Iranciriico to Paris ROUND TRIP $563.00
(Based on group rate) Criildren Half Fare,
YoutH Fore $476.00

San

300.00

New York
to London

Inc. Tax
ROUND TRIP

Via AAL.Alitalia ... DEPARTS June 21 ... RETURNS Sept. 5

Tneti 21rive-in

San Francisco to London ROUND TRIP $532.00
(Based on Group rate) Children Half Fare,
Youth Fare $445.00

FREE Coke" or coffee
with any sandwich Monday th,
Saturday between the hours
2 p.m. and 7 a.m.
This offer is good thre
April 1st, 1966

Ask about our Europe "by all means of transportation" student
tour. Auto Purchase/Rental plans available, Email passes.
I INT \c’ll"l’ILINN 1,\,(;.:11{()N1
SJS Grad Student
297-0428
in Business
51 So 19th

chdrye
at any time

tthrl.rnurn

16th and Santa Clara

1L

missensweersiesgelei.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
r -L

ANNOUNCEMENTS li)

’4TE-3

lunch. May have
h it preferred.

- - -M.4,1URE COUPLE ,ver 21 1,, manage
.dlege. Must be
.1z WI," of mainte,ance
8
197 5212.
GOING TO EUROPE TH’S SUMMER?

CAMPAIGN

FUND

GARAGE

SALE

2h4’

3ELUXE STUDENT apts. Brand new. 2
.udroom. 2 bath. Danish furniture, elec.
large closets. $150. 4 per.ons 5180 706
9th. 294.9170.

FOR SALE (31
ZENITH HI -F1 -01
Portable. Must sell. Best otter. Ew:e0ont con
difion.See Sue in #2348 at Hoover Hall.
294-2922.
SKIS. Head Masters. 6’3. Look Nevada
bi-d;--js 8i toe. $89.50 or best offer.
294-8741. 8. Zingmark after 7 p.m.
I
KASTLE SLALOMS, size 210.
(6 11 1. $75. 1 pair Heed G.S.’s, size
215 (7
1 $R0 Great condition 292.
HELP WANTED 14)
GIRL NEEDED. PART TIME care for in
14 month old baby. 4 hours 5
days a week. $25. 296.9178.
MOTHER’S HELPER. Lovely private
room. bath plus $10.00 a weak. Own
transportation. 8674695.

S/114C1Or

SIMilner

P.E. Clubs Plan
March 26 Dance

Cyclists Cited Wrong Spaces

Sevei,t1 SJS motorcyclists returned to their bikes recently
to find that they had been ticketed
by police.
Officers say the cycles were
cited because they were not parked
in a proper space.
Three reserved parking areas
for motorcycles were opened recently on Ninth, Fourth and San
Fernando streets. The police department reported it would crackdown on cycles parked between
cars, on sidewalks and in red
zones.

Studying
Got YOU Down?

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addii
tional line

One time

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

SO

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
tor Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
Far Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
HOusing (5)
O Lost and Found (6)
1=1 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
Transportation (9)

O
0
0
O

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

(Please Print)

City

Phone

For

asPs.

THEN ...
Drop your books, lift your
head, comb your hair and
put a smile on that face of
yours. You are about to go
out tonight.
You say that you are looking
for a quiet romantic place
which is not too far out of
the way where you can take
sour girl for a fine dinner?
ou say that where you are
going must have a Unique atmosphere, Tranquility, and
dining at it’s best?
THEN ...
Drop on down to

LIVE MUSIC
Productions

Engineering Division, 9:45 a.m.,
field east of Spartan Stadium on
lOth St., practice softball games
for Engineering Division league.

and

KLIV
Radio

present

THE RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO

The Extenders, 9 a.m., in front
of the Big Dipper.

and

SUNDAY

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE

Millet, 11 a.m., H1, Lox and
Bagel Brunch-All you can eat.

Sat., March 26 at 8 p.m.

Spartan Tri-C, 9:45 a.m., and
5:45 p.m., Tri-C Building, Third
and San Antonio.
Roger Williams Fellowship, 6:30
p.m., Grace Baptist Church. Guest
speaker will be Dean Arthur L.
Foster of Berkeley Baptist Divinity School, his topic-"On Being
Human in a De-humanized Society."

San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets: $4.50, 53.75. $3.25, $2.50
40 W. San Carlos *

S.J. Box Office

******************* ******** *****************4,4

MONDAY
Hurouusists On Campus (HOC),
7 30 p.m., ED100.
Baptist Student Union,
p.m., Memorial Chapel.
Spartan Christian
5:30 p.m., LN201.

12:30

Fellowship,

TUESDAY
Society

of

Automotive
.__

Engl-

Award Application
Deadline Monday
Deadline
Torre

to apply

and

tor

the La

Meritorious

Service
Award will be Monday, March 28.
Deadline for departmental awards

youll love cilea

will be Tuesday, April 12, according to Bill Baumgartner, recognition mmunittee publicity chairman.
Campus organizations recommend students who have served
the school. Applications can be
obtained from all recognized campus organizations; and the College
Union. The application must be
filled out by the person recommended.
The recognition committee voill
present the awards at a May 15
banquet in the cafeteria

Leo Silva is an expert at service. Over thirty years of
business in the area is proof of the quality care your
car will receive at Silva Service. In addition to the
fittest service, you can save cash value stamps. Why
fight it? Join the many people who have their car cared
for by Silva.

78 S. 4th St.SILVA

SERVICE 295.8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park It For You.

JOIN A GROWTH TEAM
IN THE DYNAMIC FIELD OF
INTEGRATED MICROCIRCUITS
WITH

STEWART-WARNER

Positions Available:
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
MARKETING
PROCESS ENGINEERING
PRODUCT ENGINEERING
DESIGN ENGINEERING

Desired Background:
EE preferred, degrees in other physical sciences or liberal arts acceptable.
To explore this further please make an appointment to see our Executive
Officer Mr. John P. Gates at the College Placement Center, Room 234,
Administration Building

MONDAY, MARCH 24

Address

9:15 a m.to4:15 p.m.

Start ad on

Enclosed Is $

rOMORROW

Stewart-Warner Microcircuits, Inc. in Sunnyvale, California, subsidiary
of Stewart-Warner Corporation, has opened many excellent opportunities for enthusiastic and aggressive graduates who would like to join the
exciting field of microelectronics with prospcts of advancement to the
new heights in their careers.

Three times Five times

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

et a.
cA

neersw--Student Brunch, 7:30 p.m.,
the Aero litrikling across from
International Studenta OrganbaAuthentic
bMC on Coleman Ave.
\ Mexican food
tion, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria faculty
served
in a
S.’S
Symphony
Orchestra,
8:15
room. Michael O. O’Flynn, asistant
friendly
professor of electrical engineering, p.m., Concert Hall, open to the
atmosphere.
will speak on Ireland. Everyone public, free.
We else, serve very
fine American food.
Anterican Marketing Associainvited.
799
So. 1st St.
p.m.
spartan Trl-C, 7:30 p.m., Third tion, 6:30 p.m. social, 7:30
292-3710
meeting, Red Fox Den, 1441 N.
Antonio.
and San
TrattollYVrisiNtiatcalt, Ntaalrette,"1!
Fourth.
Tri-Beta. 6:30 p.m., information
-************************************************
on Tri-Beta bulletin board.
TODAY

MICROCIRCUITS, INC.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Name

Unit

r

ro

Send to Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206 San lose State
College, San lose,
Calif 95114

graduals%
may sign for intersiew appointments now in the Plowenrent
Center, ADM284.
TUESDAY
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
Co.; EE. ME, lib. arts, 1E, math,
busines..% management and physics
majors for positions in engineering
management, tech management
and management. U.S. citizenship
required.
Western Electric; EE, ME, IE
and math majors. U.S. citizenship
required.
Titanium Metals Corp. of America; ME, Ch.E, Chem., Metallurgical
Engrg., IT and IE majors for positions a.s process engineer, project
engineer, tech. R and D engineer,
process chemist and production
tech. U.S. citizenship required.
The Equitable Lile Assurrince
Society of the United Staters; any
major for position.% as mgmt.
trainee, investment trainee, actu.iri-al trainee and sales trainee. U.S.
, i zenship required.
irk Chemical Company; Mgmt.,
soc., psych. and mktg. majors for positions in sales or product mgmt. U.S. citizenship required.
&Mc

Education
Physical
Women’s
Club and Phi Epsilon Kappa, men’s
physical education honor society,
is sponsoring a dance Saturday,
March 26, at the San Jose Swim
and Racquet Club, according to
Dr. Helen Clark, women’s club
adviser.
(6)
LOST AND FOUND
Beginning at 9 p.m., the event
is open to all physical education
blue. friendly.
LOST PARAKEET,
majors, minors and faculty memiound, please call
bers.
286-5202. Reward.
The semi-formal affair costs $3
SERVICES tli)
per couple. Bids may be purchased
each week day, 10:30 a.m. to
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance Liability net $67 3 p.m., on the Women’s Gym patio.
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600. Class
of ’59.

5125 LEASES a 2 bedroom, fully fur-ed home at 440 Elizabeth St. Near
,,er of S. 10th & Santa Clara St. Will FAST, ACCURATE GUARANTEED TYPaccommodate 4 college students. 2 ING in my home. Editing upon request
blocks from SJS. Zulpo Realty, 259-4230. 259-5118
IN THE REAL DARK NIGHT OF THE
17YPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
SOUL,
I OR 2 MALE students over 21 to live 243-6313 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
n large Los Gatos Hillside home. 840.60
EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable.
mo,th. 354.3925.
Phone 294.3772.
AUTOMOTIVE ID
FURNISHED STUDIOS. $75 to $85. One AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE IN74
campus.
block
bedroom
$90.
off
1/2
see
to
Must
’58 FORD CONVERTIBLE.
SURANCE for students. Chat Bailey,
wairs. good top. S. 8th. 292-7852. Manager 48 S. 4th, *9. 286.5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
ePore
:
before 5 p.m.
$325
ROOMY, furnished 1 bedroom apt. RELIABLE TYPING. Errors corrected.
’62 FALCON Station Wagon. Standard. Water & garbage paid. $120. 583 S. I Ith Editing done. Near campus. Call 292FM radio. Heater, 2 door. Ex - St., #I3. 6 rooms, see this. 294-9170.
2346, anytime.
-ilCon. 321-3127.
c.:
FURNISHED I bedroom apt. Water, gas, THESIS TYPING. Electric typewriter.
’63 VESPA Must sacrifice - going in narbage paid. Quiet. $95,, 583 S. Ilth Low rates. fast service. Call Joan Pres296 2071 after 5 p.m.
ton at 377-4665.
se,
St., #I3. 294-9170.
’84 BUICK SUPER. 71,000 miles. Auto-1 DELUXE student units. Brand new. 2 bod- TYPING in my home. E-xperienced, dei-’ Clock. Excellent con - room, 2 bath, danish decor, electric pendable, reasonable. 294-1313.
e- i
286-9733.
kitchen, large closets. $150 a month. 706
d
’64 HONDA 150. Errrillent condition. S. 9th. 294-9170 or 248-1926.
place an ad:.
; extra equipment. Call Tim. LARGE I bedroom, unfurnished apt.
$100 sk
:
295 93,
- Water & garbage paid. 6 rooms. 583 S.
11th
St.,
#13.
294-9170.
Visit the
’53 CADILLAC. $100. Runs good. good
1, cor.clitioning. Call Larry SENIOR OR GRADUATE student to
m 325A 294-6019.
bedroom apt. close to campus.
share
Classified Aciv Office - J206
58 CHEVY BISCAYNE. Two door, New $47.50. Call Steve. 294-6726.
- 0-i nal owner. $350. DELUXE 2 BEDROOM furnished apt.
Daily
$120 per month. 726 S. 10th St. Call
259-4456 or 378.9767.
10:30-3:30
’62 CHEVY. 2 dc-i, Hardtop. 317 stick.
tape recorder. UPPER DIVISION MALE wants either
Chrome rIms, nev.
an apf. with 3 others ($35 to $40 a
Submit ads 2 publications days prior
6 p.m.
1s, i’ 0 I 24E1 0867
month) er dorm contract (cheap). 295- to day ed is to run.
White with 9753. ASK FOR John Balch. After 5 p.m.
’59 TR 3
296- 2 BEDROOM APT. Newly renovated. Send in handy order blank. Enclose
b
cash or check. Make check out to
2889 a.
Uri,
cid. Water & garbage paid. 5 Spartan Deily Classifieds.
i
I:AMBRETTA MOTORSCOOTER. 1965
SJS. $85. 737 Forestdale
model. 175cc. Only 2.000 mdes. Extra Ave
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
Eike a cool fool. $415. Phone

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank

Job Interviews

WANTED. Female student to share
house. Room & board in exchange for
aght housekeeping & some babysitting.
656 2496 Of 793-9409.
3 LARGE ROOMS -,mpletely furnished.
all5 per month. Girls
Ul: .
Of couo:e. b95 S. 941. Call 259-1557.

’ HOUSING (5)
L’MPH for you at ter-lOry f.4,05.
+bro.:Joh bank. MR. SAUNI:J"
161
00,"
BOARD. $69. Excellent cook.
C,’ 24"
tO S.15 No curfew. Clean rooms
SUMMER SESSIONS ABROAD 1966. 293 4225.

62 305 HONDA HAWK. Excellent con see to appreciate. Low
ri
292-1978 after 4 p.m.
’62 PLYMOUTH FURY. Fully equipped.
-- All power. $799.
:i::212 after 9 p.m.
-maculate condition. Over’62 TR 4
..heels, new top. 378-8963
& weekends. $1500 or offer.
37 FORD AMBULANCE. Good body.
.s personality for only
21 evenings.
57 ALFA ROMEO. Convertible. New
-0s. New shocks.
#3.
COMMUTER SPECIAL. 57 Chevy 4
-0vy 2R3 ,1-n

1:,TRO chairman,
1:tI
at 294-7980 or write to the San
Jose Chapter of the American
Marketing Association, P.O. Box
1157, San Jose, for registration
cards and resume forms.

7.SUll21424T----SUBM.

Spartaguide

1401 So. 1st

292-1266

